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Toledo

arrhythmic 
breathing
the snipe’s
tiny heartbeat 
in your hand

first buttercups
then poppies
leading the
way up a
beaten track

Japanese 
tourists in
in pastels 
stare at the
golden rays

as we view
a Caravaggio
here, look
said the nun
is El Greco

a little box
filled with almond
candies, breathe
in in Spanish
and sigh in Italian

passa ‘l sospiro ch’esce
del mio core
their hair and
fingernails
dyed red
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Cadiz

in the early morning
before the tourists are awake
I look at the blue of
the jacarandas in the Plaza de Mina

the municipal workers
are already watering the ground
and walkways, sweeping
away the night

throughout the day
only the Liberia
will remain peaceful
Whitman in Spanish
and plenty of Lorca
el corazón se siente isla en the infinite

I am sure the heat here suited him
and not the streets of New York

and the flowers
I am certain 
he would have missed the flowers
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home

the morning air sparked with song,

goldfinches in twos

numbed by heat

and the smell of strange places

sweet with bee pollen

there are a few more at the crossing

the rice black from squid ink

the wind giving shade its shadow

who keeps who safe, secure, healthy
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La Ventana

there is beauty here
struggling against 
cloying uniformity
even the seemingly
random is orchestrated
the olive tree on the
waste ground once part
of a garden,
plants tendered
nipped at and
watered by their carers
planned and potted
to show off
their daily best advantage
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Offerta al Sole

the square is long with shadow
a moon, a star, a rock

they cast a little boat
it won’t be far but long

time is baffled under the
umber basilica of the sun

the workers return sweaty
tin after tin of tuna, 

balls of dough and 
not a tree anywhere

the mineral water worker
is fed up

the caged bird cheeps
at the tag, framed

times’ voices travel across far water
way back to the beginning

one after another
dusted with fine crumb

at the soles of their feet
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Swat Team

the fly
finds a hole in the soul
and off it goes

but would you rather be a fly

the soul is another matter, if matter?

poetry, at times, finds itself
transported to such heartfelt places

pure thought itself, for example

whilst the fly will never know (who knows?)
its place in the ecological system

or that commas are really nascent tadpoles
that begin as full stops.
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Bats

“the young girls wished for stars instead of husbands” 
  Bernadette Meyer

the bees from Rhodes of rose

the bear loves its honey

both medlar and burst pomegranate

offering almond ground to a paste

the Greeks sprung from here

as grass performing

the morning’s calisthenics 

the brown bear and yet more bees

beneath the stars’ shaken foil

until as though a door of cedar opens

the bats as one return

sewn to the sea and seen, a seed steers
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The Shape of Water

cycle of
in a field
rain drops
a drip
from a grey
tank
across an ocean
cuttlefish
accompanied by
the pink moons
of octopods
the th
ink of which
bubbled
on the window
glass rain
hammers 
pianoforte
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Transformations #2

Without love there would be no water – eau de vie
Without the above, no below, no splendid fountain splash
Without Miss Fortune, no fortune cookie
Without colons, no semi-colons, no arseholes
Without conductors, no semi-conductors neither love of them
Only driverless buses
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Transformations #3. 
Mankind will finally meet its Doom.

in the future animals will continue to develop – Toy Story 5, Toy Story 6? 
horses, cows, sheep and insects will change (transhumance?)
I don’t believe man alone is capable of having only two hands
cows, horses, monkeys and sheep (Bo Peep) will evolve

eggs can transform into chickens
but nothing can transform a stone into a chicken

a dead stone will replace the living stone of the blue earth
its sky, its seas, its fish and its chickens

why is it then that human beings give birth only
to human beings and not anything else?

wait for a moment, hold on to your horses.
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Transformations #4 Version 2

why can an egg but not a stone transform into a chicken

the night sky full of dippers

one thing eating another thing (predation)

leaf o little leaf

the big fish and the little fish

in the future years to come will the little fish be a big fish

there is already a dog star

and without the heavens above there would be no below

only nothing will make the heart a stone




